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Comprehensive Use of Curvature
For Robust And Accurate Online Surface
Reconstruction
Damien Lefloch, Markus Kluge, Hamed Sarbolandi, Tim Weyrich, and Andreas Kolb
Abstract—Interactive real-time scene acquisition from hand-held depth cameras has recently developed much momentum, enabling
applications in ad-hoc object acquisition, augmented reality and other fields. A key challenge to online reconstruction remains error
accumulation in the reconstructed camera trajectory, due to drift-inducing instabilities in the range scan alignments of the underlying
iterative-closest-point (ICP) algorithm. Various strategies have been proposed to mitigate that drift, including SIFT-based pre-alignment,
color-based weighting of ICP pairs, stronger weighting of edge features, and so on. In our work, we focus on surface curvature as a
feature that is detectable on range scans alone and hence does not depend on accurate multi-sensor alignment. In contrast to previous
work that took curvature into consideration, however, we treat curvature as an independent quantity that we consistently incorporate into
every stage of the real-time reconstruction pipeline, including densely curvature-weighted ICP, range image fusion, local surface
reconstruction, and rendering. Using multiple benchmark sequences, and in direct comparison to other state-of-the-art online acquisition
systems, we show that our approach significantly reduces drift, both when analyzing individual pipeline stages in isolation, as well as
seen across the online reconstruction pipeline as a whole.
Index Terms—3D Reconstruction, Curvature, Depth Fusion, Camera Tracking, Differential Geometry.
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I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERACTIVE real-time scene acquisition from hand-held
depth cameras has recently developed much momentum [1], [2], enabling applications in ad-hoc object acquisition, augmented reality and other fields. Despite various
improvements in real-time performance [3], scalability [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8] and treatment of dynamic content [6], a
key challenge to online reconstruction remains instabilities
in the reconstructed camera trajectory due to imprecision
in the range scan alignments of the underlying iterativeclosest-point (ICP) algorithm [9], [10], which are particularly
severe where the acquired object misses sufficiently salient
geometric features to latch on to [11]. These errors accumulate
over time, leading to distortions across larger scales in the
final reconstruction.
While such drift may partially be mitigated through
global offline relaxation [1], [12], [13], the need for a global
post-process defeats many of the benefits of an online
acquisition system. Various strategies have hence been
proposed to minimize registration error already during the
online registration stage, including color feature-based prealignment [14], color-based weighting of ICP pairs [15], [16],
stronger weighting of edge features [17], and so on.
Our work, too, aims at minimization of registration
error, by focusing on surface curvature as a reliable feature
that is detectable on range scans alone and hence does
not depend on accurate multi-sensor alignment. Unlike

•
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previous work that took curvature or related measures into
consideration, however, we treat curvature as an independent
quantity that we consistently incorporate into every stage
of the real-time reconstruction pipeline, including densely
curvature-weighted ICP, range image fusion, local surface
reconstruction, and rendering, while maintaining real-time
rates even for very large scenes.
Conceptually and technically our approach comprises the
following features and contributions:
•

•

•

we present the first online reconstruction design to
systematically incorporate curvature as an independent
surface attribute into the end-to-end reconstruction
pipeline; key innovations are:
an ICP variant that considers curvature for both dense
correspondence finding and weighting for increased
stability,
a method to efficiently blend curvatures in the fusion
stage,

and, with respect to the underlying point-based fusion
framework [6] that we extend,
•
•

fast and high-quality, curvature-aware local surface
reconstruction directly from an index map [6],
extension of the index-map approach to mitigate the
impact of point collisions and to significantly speed up
operations on the model point cloud.

In addition, we present a new benchmark data set that
provides ground truth camera poses and geometry using
Kinect and Kinect 2 cameras.
Using multiple benchmark sequences, and in direct
comparison to other state-of-the-art online acquisition systems, we show that our approach significantly reduces
drift, both when analyzing individual pipeline stages in
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isolation, as well as seen across the reconstruction pipeline
as a whole. All data sets, camera poses, ground truth
geometries, and reconstructions of our method are provided under http://www.cg.informatik.uni-siegen.de/3dreconstruction/low-feature-benchmark.
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additional data sources beyond range images [15], [16], [23],
[24], simplifying assumptions on structures in the scene [25],
or non-rigid alignment [26], [27], could generally be of
additional use but are outside the scope of this paper.

Depth Map Preprocessing Any depth reading is affected
by noise, potential outliers, and subject to artifacts around
2 O NLINE S URFACE R ECONSTRUCTION
depth discontinuities and where material properties affect
Our design follows the established overall structure for the readings, requiring suitable pre-filtering of the input
online reconstruction systems shown in Figure 1. This general depth maps. In addition, most scanning pipelines estimate
structure is equally shared by the first in-hand scanners [1], surface normals directly from the (filtered) input range
[3], Newcombe et al.’s KinectFusion [2], and various later image, on the grounds that extracting normal information
improved systems for online 3D reconstruction from range later in the pipeline would be subject to ambiguous surface
images ([6], [8], [17], [18], amongst others), with differences orientation [28], and that filtering in the camera domain is
in algorithmic details and in data representations underlying suited to reduce sensor-specific artifacts, leading to more
the individual pipeline stages. In this section, we will provide robust normals for use in data association [2]. Depending
a brief overview over this system structure while motivating on the model representation, there are further advantages
to carrying out normal reconstruction only once and then
our design decisions in the context of previous work.
explicitly storing it in the model representation, rather than
having to repeatedly recompute it on the fly [6].
Input Depth
We find that all of these arguments equally apply to
Model Data
second-order surface properties, so we derive principal
curvatures directly from the range image and store them
Depth Map
Camera Pose
Depth Map
Preprocessing
Esimaion
Fusion
alongside position and normal information. See Section 3 for
more details.
Local Surface Reconstrucion

Fig. 1: Overview of 3D reconstruction framework.
Online 3D reconstruction typically assumes a hand-held
sensor that captures a dense stream of depth images at
video rates; some projector-based in-hand scanners move
the object instead [1], [3], but the general principle remains
the same. After initial depth-map preprocessing, the system
has to estimate camera pose relative to previously acquired
geometry (local surface reconstruction), before incorporating
the newly acquired range image in a depth map fusion
stage. The whole system is designed to operate in real
time, including immediate visual feedback (rendering) of
the partial reconstruction so far, creating a rapid feedback
loop involving the user who guides the camera to gather
geometry data where it is most needed.
Previous work showed continual improvement in accuracy, through algorithmic improvements but also through
improved camera technology and processing speed. One
problem, however, remains common to such systems: drift in
the recovered camera trajectory, due to geometry-dependent
instabilities in the camera pose estimation. Our work addresses this by systematically incorporating curvature as an
additional surface attribute into the reconstruction pipeline.
Benefits of including curvature may not be immediately
obvious, as one might argue that curvature was simply a function of surface shape, which is already being reconstructed.
Also, derivatives of (noisy) real-world measurements are
generally considered amplifying noise, which would render
curvature a potentially unreliable quantity. As we will show,
however, consistently incorporating curvature throughout
the end-to-end reconstruction pipeline leads to significant
reduction of drift. The remainder of this section outlines our
respective extensions to the online reconstruction pipeline.
Other enhancements orthogonal to our approach, such as
incorporation of sensor uncertainty [19], [20], [21], [22], use of

Camera Pose Estimation is at the core of what makes handheld online scanning possible. Incoming depth maps are
continuously registered with the partial reconstruction of the
object, the model acquired so far, to determine the camera’s
relative position to all previous observations. Any potential
drift will occur at this stage, through inaccuracies in the depth
map alignment. As we will show, however, improvements of
the other pipeline stages indirectly reduce drift as well.
This depth map alignment generally makes use of the
Iterative-Closest-Point (ICP) framework. In broad strokes,
ICP consists of two stages: data association, where points on
the incoming range image are paired with points on the
model, and minimization of alignment error, as determined by
an error metric that acts on the point pairs. (See [29] for a
more detailed discussion and analysis of the design space for
ICP implementations.)
Previous work has analyzed convergence rates and
robustness of ICP, exploring alternative pairing strategies and
error metrics [11], [12], [15], [29]. Godin et al. [15] introduce
the closest-compatible point strategy that takes surface
properties beyond simple point proximity into account
during data association. They focus on surface color but
stress generality of the approach; Pulli [12] demonstrates the
benefits of considering compatibility of normals. Others report improved convergence when considering compatibility
of image intensity and their gradients for pairing [16], [30].
In our work we show that naturally extending this strategy to incorporate compatibility of local curvature improves
results even further. We facilitate this by maintaining in our
model representation a continuously updated account of
surface curvatures extracted from the input depth maps; see
local surface reconstruction and depth map fusion for more detail.
Beyond this simple compatibility criterion, (implicitly)
paying attention to high-curvature regions has proved valuable in previous work: Gelfand et al. [11] show that normalspace sampling [29], i.e., sub-sampling of the surface so that
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the corresponding normal directions are distributed as evenly
as possible, creates point pairs that lead to a much-improved
numerical condition of the ICP minimization.
While neither Gelfand et al. [11] nor Rusinkiewicz and
Levoy [29] look at curvature itself, we observe that regions
of higher curvature generally correspond to a larger spread
of normal directions. We hence suggest that putting more
emphasis on high-curvature regions should similarly improve
condition. Also in contrast to normal-space sampling, which
operates in the context of sparse point correspondences,
we do not implement such emphasis through varying
sampling density; instead, in the dense-ICP setting amenable
to modern GPUs, we implement it as weighting within the
error metric for alignment optimization.
Zhou and Koltun [17] recently presented a system that extracts contour cues from range images to stabilize alignment
and thus reduces drift. While generally characterized by high
principal curvature, these contours, however, are treated as
a discrete feature that can be present or not, resulting in
a bi-level weighting scheme. In contrast, our system uses
continuous weights and is still able to exploit curved features
that would not qualify as contour.
A purely feature-based approach has been presented by
Johnson and Hebert [31], who compute local spin images
across depth maps, using their signatures to match corresponding features in different depth maps. As any featurebased approach [32], this has merits if the geometry exhibits
a sufficiently dense set of unique surface characteristics. In
contrast, our method is based on ICP, which does not rely on
unique local features and still converges even in the absence
of high-curvature regions, as long as sufficient large-scale
characteristics of the surface shapes exist.
Local Surface Reconstruction Data Association requires
identifying individual (corresponding) points on the surface
of the so-far accumulated model. While early works explored
various strategies to construct correspondences between
incoming and partially reconstructed model surfaces, the
ICP community eventually identified “projective” pairing
of incoming and model points as leading to far superior
convergence times [29]. For each point on the incoming range
map, this involves casting a ray along the depth sensor’s lines
of sight onto the model, and taking the intersection point
as a candidate for pairing. Regardless of the underlying
model representation, such ray-surface intersections require
local surface reconstruction in the vicinity of that ray, e.g., raysurface intersection if the model is explicitly represented as a
triangle mesh, ray-casting of an (implicit) volumetric model
representation [2], or some form of “point-based rendering”
of surface information into the camera plane [1], [3], [6], [18].
In general, these operations borrow from surface rendering
in computer graphics; however, the quantities being sampled (or rendered) depend on the attributes required for
data association, typically comprising position, normal, and
sometimes color.
In our work, we expand upon the local surface reconstruction by Keller et al. [6], which in its original formulation
leads to a piecewise-linear local reconstruction, not unlike
the approximations by other previous works [3]. In contrast,
we consider full curvature information when determining
local ray-surface intersections, and we will show how the
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resulting higher-quality surface reconstruction noticeably
contributes to the overall drift reduction.
Depth Map Fusion While early online reconstruction systems display more or less raw input data during the online
phase ( [1], [3]), leaving data fusion into a single model
to a post-process of global alignment [12] and volumetric
fusion [28], Newcombe et al. [2] showed that a real-time
implementation of Curless and Levoy’s volumetric fusion
approach [28] is possible.
These methods, however, require continual conversion
between range-map and volumetric representations, and
operate with a fixed spatial resolution. Keller et al. [6] present
a purely point-based framework that allows for real-time
fusion including adaptive resolution, without the need for
frequent data conversion.
Our implementation follows the framework by Keller et
al., as it allows for the most natural extension to support and
analyze the use of curvature throughout the reconstruction
pipeline. Similar to their depth map fusion that accumulates
normal information independent from positional information, we introduce yet another independent information
channel to accumulate curvature and present a method to
efficiently blend curvature information during fusion (Sec. 6).
In order to maintain real-time rates, we extend Keller et
al.’s intermediate, screen-space, index map representation,
originally only used for data association: our deep index map
supports incremental screen-space updates during fusion,
enabling online rendering directly off that representation.
Many previous systems either offer lowerRendering
quality visual feedback, sufficient to guide the user toward
regions where sensor data is missing [1], or perform comparatively expensive ray-casting on a volumetric representation [2], [8]. Weise et al. [3] use a local surface reconstruction
approach for data association that is equally suitable for
(point-based) rendering. We, too, simply capitalize on our
high-quality local surface reconstruction approach that works
directly on our internal model representation and can equally
be used for high-fidelity, curvature-aware, rendering (Section 5). We further use a simple Phong illumination model
coupled with a fast approximation of ambient occlusion
known as Screen-Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO) [33] for
added realism in the visual feedback.

3

D EPTH M AP P REPROCESSING

In the preprocessing stage, we extract point attribute maps
from the range image data, following and extending conventions used by Newcombe et al. [2] and Keller et al. [6]. See
Tab. 1 for a complete list of conventions used.
After outlier removal, depth map values D t (u) are
transformed into 3D positions in camera coordinates, using
the inverse intrinsic camera matrix K −1, and stored in a
vertex map V t (u), with t the input frame index and pixel
coordinates u = (x, y) ⊤ within the camera image. The normal
map N t is extracted from bilinearly filtered depths, a pointradius map R t is obtained from local point neighborhood sizes,
and, new in our system, a curvature map K t is derived from
N t (see Section 3.1). Furthermore, following again previous
work, we assign a confidence value W t (u) for each input
frame pixel u. This value accounts for the radially decreasing
quality of range image values (with fall-offs specific to each
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Kinect model) and for the reduction of depth quality due
to motion blur. The latter is estimated from the relative
transformation T t→(t−1) between adjacent camera poses at
times t − 1 and t (see also Sec. 4.2).
3.1

Curvature Estimation

The curvature map encodes directions and values of principal
curvature at each surface point: K t = { ê1, κ 1, κ 2 } stores the
first principal direction ê1 and both curvature values κ 1, κ 2 ;
the second principal direction ê2 is implicitly given as ê2 =
n̂ × ê1 .
While surface curvature is well defined on G2 -continuous
surfaces, various competing approximations exist for discretized surface representations [34], [35], and many of them
are applicable to point-sampled geometry. We tested several
approaches for their robustness in our application scenario,
i.e., on Kinect depth maps.
The eigen decomposition proposed by Pauly et al. [36] not
only yields normal estimates, but also a notion of curvature.
Even though a rather robust estimate, however, the approach
is not scale-invariant if applied to projectively unevenly
sampled geometry.
An alternative class of approximations performs a local
surface fit and uses the curvature of the fitted surface as an
estimate for the input vertex. Goldfeather and Interrante’s
adjacent-normal cubic approximation method [37], amongst
the most robust curvature estimators in literature, uses a highorder surface polynomial fit (typically order 3) that takes into
account the normal information of adjacent vertices in its
formulation; the method, however, involves a larger (7 × 7)
linear-least squares fit that, even when performed on the
GPU, does not meet our real-time constraint.
We finally settled on the chord-and-normal-vectors (CAN)
approach of Zhang et al. [38], which is comparatively robust
also in the case of projectively unevenly sampled geometry
and still computationally efficient. CAN estimation initially
fits circles to the current oriented vertex (V t (u), N t (u))
and each oriented vertex (V t (u ′ ), N t (u ′ )) in the selected
neighborhood [38]. A principal curvature compatible with the
fitted circles is then determined as an approximate, minimum
least-squares solution that only requires solving a 3 × 3 linear
system and is thus predestined for a GPU implementation.
A more robust curvature estimator by Chen et al. [39] would
x̂ ∈ S2
t ∈N
i, j ∈ N
l ∈N
K ∈ P3
T t →(t −1) ∈ SE3

normalized vector ( x̂ = x/ k x k)
input frame ID
point indices
iteration index
intrinsic camera matrix
(rigid) relative transformation between consecutive camera poses
u = (x, y) ⊤ ∈ R2 pixel position in input frame
D t (u) ∈ R
input depth map
W t (u) ∈ R
reliability map
V t (u) ∈ R3
vertex map of object points corresponding to u
N t = { n̂ }
normal map (per-point attribute)
Rt ∈ R
point-radius map (per-point attribute)
K t = { ê 1, κ 1, κ 2 } curvature map (per-point attribute)
t
pi
i-th input point in frame t
n̂ ∈ S2
normal vector
κ 1, κ 2 ∈ R
first and second principal curvature
ê 1, ê 2 ∈ R3
corresponding directions of curvature (hê 1, ê 2 i = 0)
It
index map

TABLE 1: List of Conventions
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still require solution of a 6 × 6 system, which for current GPU
models would no longer be possible in real time.
Fig. 2 compares the quality of Zhang et al. [38] with
Goldfeather and Interrante [37] for both an input depth map
and an accumulated model. It can be seen, that Zhang’s
method delivers stable results that are only slightly worse
than Goldfeather and Interrante’s, mainly for the second
main curvature κ 2 . (Note that under ideal conditions, we
would expect κ 2 = 0 along straight edges and κ 2 , 0 for
parabolic and saddle points.)

4

C AMERA P OSE E STIMATION

Similar to the pose estimation proposed by Newcombe
et al. [2], our camera pose estimation uses a hierarchical
model-to-frame variant of the iterative-closest-point (ICP)
registration [9] and is based on the point-to-plane error
metric [12].
This common iterative framework alternates between
data association (i.e., establishing correspondences between
frame t’s input points p it = V t (u i ) and corresponding points
p ∗M = VM (u ∗ ) of the model acquired until frame t −1), and
minimization of an error term E(T t→(t−1) ) that expresses the
level of mismatch within point pairs under the estimated
relative transformation T t→(t−1) .
Our main enhancements of this framework are twofold:
the correspondence-finding stage additionally considers curvature (on both the input map and the model); furthermore,
we introduce a curvature-dependent weighting scheme into
the error term E(T t→(t−1) ), which significantly increases the
robustness of the convergence, and thus minimizes drift. In
the following, we describe these extensions in detail.
4.1

Data Association

At the beginning of each iteration l, and given the latwith
est estimate of the relative transformation T(lt→(t−1)
)
k→(k−1)
T(0)
:= [I3×3 |0], selection and matching are performed
simultaneously, starting with the full set of input points.
Each input point p it = V t (u i ), including its geometric
t , ê t , κ t , κ t }, is transformed into the model
entities { n̂ it , ê1,i
2,i 1,i 2, i
t−1
reference p j = T(lt→(t−1)
p it (and analogously for vectors
)
t
t
t
n̂ i , ê1,i and ê2,i ). Then, we draw the set of neighboring
model points H ( p t−1
j ) from a 5×5 pixel window of a local
surface reconstruction around the projection of p (t−1)
under
j
T(lt→(t−1)
.
Following
general
practice
in
point
correspondence
)
search [15], points in H ( p (t−1)
) whose position and normal
j
significantly differ from p (t−1)
are
discarded. (More precisely,
j
potential correspondences are rejected if kT(lt→(t−1)
V t (u) −
)
t→(t−1)
N t (u), NM (u ∗ )) ≥ θ angle , like
VM (u ∗ )k ≥ θ dist or ∠(R (l )
Newcombe et al. [2].)
We now look for the model point p ∗M ∈ H ( p (t−1)
) that
j
best matches position, Darboux frame { ê1, ê2, n̂}, and the
respective curvature values κ 1, κ 2 , by minimizing a weighted
sum of dissimilarity measures of positions (D p ), normals
(Dn ), and curvature (Dc ),
p ∗M =

arg min λ p D p + λ n Dn + λ c Dc ,
−1)
p M ∈H (p (t
)
j

(1)
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Curvature estimation from model

Normal Map (from model)

Zhang et al. [38]

0

100

-200

0

200

Normal Map (from input)

-100

Curvature map for κ 2

Curvature map for κ 1

Curvature estimation from input

5

Zhang et al. [38]

Goldfeather et al. [37]

Goldfeather et al. [37]

Fig. 2: Example curvature estimation for frame 361 of our legoPAMISL data set, using the methods by Zhang et al. [38],
and Goldfeather et al. [37], respectively. Left: using the input frame given by the range camera; Right: using the current
reconstructed surface model. Curvature maps on the top and bottom show κ 1 , and κ 2 , respectively; corresponding input
normal maps convey noise level.
each p ∗M ’s projection into the previous frame. Some previous
ICP works extend this least-squares minimization by a set of
per-correspondence weights w(u ∗ ), so that

with
pM −
Dp =






Dc = 







p (t−1)
j
2
R

t
κ 1,M −κ 1,
i

,

Dn = 1 − h n̂ M , n̂ (t−1)
i,
j

t
+ κ 2,M −κ 2,
i
max
κM

−1)
QM −Q (t
j
max
κM

,

and

t − κt
if κ 1,i
< θκ ,
2,i

E(T t→(t−1) ) =

X

w(u ∗ ) Tlt→(t−1) V t (u)−VM (u ∗ ) , NM (u ∗ ) 2 .

u ∈S

2

,

otherwise ,

(2)

where R is the maximum radius of the neighborhood
), κ max
search H ( p (t−1)
= max{|κ 1, M |, |κ 2, M |} and Q =
j
M
C diag(κ 1, κ 2, 0) C ⊤ with C = ( ê1, ê2, n̂) representing the
transformation into the tangent space, scaled by the principal
curvatures. The division of D p and Dc , by R and κ max
,
M
respectively, normalizes the components, leading to a relative
error measure; all of our results use λ {p, n,c } = 31 .
As the principal curvature directions are formally undefined for κ 1 = κ 2 (e.g., for planes or spheres) and numerically
unstable for κ 1 ≈ κ 2 (particularly in the presence of noise),
Dc determines curvature dissimilarity independent from
curvature directions when κ 1 and κ 2 are similar, i.e., within a
threshold θ κ ; we used θ κ = 15 m−1 for all experiments.
Furthermore, in the case of κ 1 , κ 2 , the Darboux frame is
unique up to inversion around n̂, thus we rotate Q (t−1)
by π
j
i
<
around n̂ if h ê1, M , ê1,(t−1)
0
to
ensure
compatible
alignment
j

(4)
Zhou and Koltun [17] choose w(u ∗ ) depending on whether
a point is a contour point. In contrast, instead of using
bi-level weights only, our w(u ∗ ) continuously depends on
the curvature information, thus leading to an adaptive,
curvature-related weight.
We propose the following curvature weight scheme which
is based on the maximum absolute principal curvature κ max
:
M

before applying Eq. 2. We evaluate QM − Q (t−1)
via SVD,
j
2
exploiting the matrix 2-norm equality k Ak2 = σmax ( A).

 2

1 
λ
*
*
′
∗
w(u ) = ∗ 2 .w M (u ) + exp .−  ∗,max ∗  +/+/ . (5)
2  κ M (u ) 
[ p M ]z
 -
,
,
′ (u ∗ ) = c (u ∗ )/256 derived from the model point’s
with w M
M
confidence counter cM (see [6]). The denominator [p ∗M ]2z
regularizes against noise (correlated with distance) since
curvature computation is not reliable enough on data with
low signal-to-noise ratio, with [ p ∗M ]z the z-Cartesian distance
of the model point in meters. λ is a control parameter of
the curvature-based weight w(u ∗ ) and regulates its influence;
for larger λ, the weight increasingly depends on the point’s
depth and confidence counter only.

4.2

5

Minimization

The point-to-plane error metric can be expressed as
X
Tlt→(t−1) V t (u) − VM (u ∗ ) , NM (u ∗ )
E(T t→(t−1) ) =

2

, (3)

u ∈S

with S the subset of all input map points for which a valid
correspondence has been found, and with u ∗ being, again,

∗

1

L OCAL S URFACE R ECONSTRUCTION

As we will show, a key ingredient toward improved tracking
robustness is paying particular attention to high accuracy (under real-time conditions) of the local surface reconstruction
that data association, and with it pose error minimization,
rely upon. To that end, we intersect the viewing ray with
the second-order surface patches defined by the model
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point’s orientation and curvature (see Sec. 5.1) and apply
an elliptically-weighted blending scheme for all patch intersections resulting in the finally reconstructed surface point
(see Sec. 5.2). Algorithm 1 summarizes our local surface
reconstruction procedure.
Algorithm 1: Model maps generation using the updated
index map (see Sec. 5.2).

1
2
3
4

Input: M (model), I t (index map), ε d (surface thickness)
Output: VM (model vertex map), NM (model normal map), KM
(model curvature map)
foreach pixel u in model map in parallel do
r = generate ray for u
P = stable points in the vicinity of r using index map I t
z front = − inf

6

where

6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

5.1

5.2

// Model map output w.r.t. points on closest surface
VM (u) ← 0 // initialize model map vertex position
NM (u) ← 0 // initialize model map normal
wvalid = 0 // initialize sum of blend weights
foreach (v, n̂, w) ∈ L do
if z front − ε d < v.z then
wvalid ← wvalid + w
VM (u) ← VM (u) + wv
NM (u) ← NM (u) + w n̂
// Normalize result
VM (u) ← VM (u)/wvalid
NM (u) ← normalize(NM (u))
return

Quadratic Surface Patch Intersection

The main idea to incorporate the curvature information into
the local surface reconstruction is to replace the standard
ray-plane intersection used by previous works [3], [6] by
an intersection with a higher-order surface with the same
curvature as the one stored in the model point under
consideration.
Knowing the Darboux frame { ê1, ê2, n̂} and the curvature
amplitudes {κ 1, κ 2 } for a given model point p, we define
an explicit quadratic surface parameterized over the ê1 - ê2
tangent plane in local coordinates as:
(6)

The local coordinate of the quadratic is represented by
the Darboux frame centered at the current point position. We
compute the intersection in the local coordinate frame, therefore we transform the ray r (α) = q + αd into local coordinates
⊤
⊤
of the Darboux frame r ′ (α) = qx′ , qy′ , qz′ + α d x′ , d y′ , d z′ .
Some basic calculus reveals, that the intersection of r (α) with
the quadratic surface patch from Eq. 6 leads to this simple
quadratic equation:
1 2
α A + αB + C = 0 ,
2

+

κ 2 d y′ qy′

−

d z′

,

n
knk

with

0
1
n = *. 0 +/ × *. 1 +/ ,
′
′
,κ1 s x - ,κ2 sy -

(8)

which is analytically deduced from Eq. 6. The intersection
point and its normal are finally back-transformed to camera
coordinates.

// Identify closest stable intersection point
if z front < v q .z then
z front = v q .z
KM (u) ← KM (q)

F (x, y) = 21 κ 1 x 2 + 12 κ 2 y 2 .

B=

κ 1 d x′ qx′

1
(κ 1 qx′2 + κ 2 qy′2 ) − qz′ .
2
Solving this intersection equation usually leads to two
solutions where we take the one closest to the related model
point p. The weight for this intersection point is calculated
using a (non-normalized) Gaussian distribution, scaled by
the model point’s radius R t (u) (see Alg. 1). 
⊤
The resulting intersection point s ′ = s ′x , s y′ , s z′
is
expressed in the local Darboux frame coordinates. We
additionally compute the associated surface normal as:
n̂ q =

// Identify intersection points on closest surface
L ← ∅ // L i .v: vertex, L i . n̂: normal, L i .w: weight
foreach q ∈ P do
T
(v q , n̂ q , Kq ) = r
surface patch at q // see Sec. 5.1
if z front − ε d < v q .z then

2
w q = exp(− 12 q − v q /R t (u) ) // blend weight
L.append(v q , n̂ q , w q )

+

κ 2 d y′2,

and C =

5
7

A=

κ 1 d x′2

(7)

Blending of Quadratic Surface Intersection Points

Since we compute a set of local surface intersections for each
model-map pixel u, we can easily compute a fast weighted
average of all intersection points belonging to the first surface
shell in our point-based model representation. As model
points and their respective quadratic surface patches are not
perfectly aligned in depth, due to noise and quantization, we
blend points whose depth values fall into a depth tolerance
threshold ε d in order to identify all model points contributing
to the model map at u.
Our approach shows strong similarity to point-based
rendering techniques, especially to differential point rendering [40], as well as elliptical weighted average (EWA)
splatting [41], of which even curvature-rendering variants
exist [42]. A key difference to previous works in that field
is the order in which surface samples are collected, which
eliminates the costly need for a dedicated normalization
render step: rather than accumulating splat contributions for
all pixels by each model point individually before dividing
each pixel by the sum of relative weights accumulated
so far, our index map (see Sec. 7) provides direct access
to all model points contributing1 to each pixel, allowing
for local (and trivially parallel) evaluation of each surface
intersection, rather than employing the costly distribute-andgather process of traditional EWA splatting.
For each pixel, our parallel implementation identifies
the intersection point at distance zfront closest to the camera,
selects all intersection points lying within the given surface
thickness ε d , and blends the intersection points including
their normals in order to get the final model map entries
VM (u), NM (u). As blending curvature information is computationally more complex (see Sec. 6), the final curvature
information is taken from the closest intersection point.
Algorithm 1 describes this procedure in detail.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the model map quality for
two different representation for two sequences, applying the
1. Note that we artificially bound screen-space size of model points,
as in a real-time acquisition setting, such cases would mean that the
current camera data is of much higher quality than the coarse model
points in question. This allows us to collect all points contributing to a
pixel within a fixed-size window.
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Keller et al. [6] Intersect. w. quadr. surf.
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Our approach

Keller et al. [6] Intersect. w. quadr. surf.

Our approach

Fig. 3: Comparing model map quality for two different scenes. The first sub-column refers to the simple splatting proposed
in [6]), the second to our quadratic surface intersection based on curvature information (see Sec. 5.1) and the third one is our
blending scheme using our quadratic surface intersection (see Sec. 5.2).
splatting from Keller et al. [6] (left column), replacing the
ray-plane intersection in the splatting with the intersection
scheme for quadratic surfaces described in Sec. 5.1 (middle
column), and the blending scheme for intersections with
the quadratic surface explained in Sec. 5.2 (right column). It
can be seen, that the model map quality already increases
when curvature information is used, but the blending further
mitigates discontinuities at splat boundaries. For all our
experiments, we set the depth tolerance ε d to 5 mm.

6

D EPTH M AP F USION

Conceptually, point-based data fusion follows Keller et al. [6]
by accumulating geometric point attributes independently,
thus, avoiding costly re-computation of normals and curvature from a local neighborhood of points.
We, too, use simple convex combination to accumulate an
input point’s position p i into the position p M of its associated
model point:
pM ←

ci p i + cM p M
,
ci + cM

cM ← ci + cM ,

(9)

where ci and cM are the input weight of the point, and
the confidence counter of the model point (the accumulated
weight of the input points), respectively.
Unlike Keller et al., however, who process normals
n̂ i and n̂ M analogously to point positions, we now
have to blend the full curvature information of the
input point { n̂ i , ê1, i , ê2,i , κ 1,i , κ 2,i } with a model point’s
{ n̂ M , ê1, M , ê2, M , κ 1, M , κ 2, M }, which cannot be done linearly.

Our approach fuses the Darboux frames using a fractional
rotation (slerp) of the model Darboux frame towards the
input frame using the unique 3D rotation matrix R( â, φ)
described by a rotation axis â and an angle φ, transforming between the frame CM = ( ê1, M , ê2, M , n̂ M ) and
Ci = ( ê1, i , ê2, i , n̂ i ):
(10)

CM ← R( â, αφ)CM
with

R( â, φ) =

⊤
Ci CM

and

ci
.
α=
ci + cM

As described in Sec. 4.1, the Darboux frame is unique up
to inversion around n̂, thus input frames are suitably inverted
in order to ensure fractional rotation along the shorter
path. Finally, the curvature amplitudes are accumulated
analogously to Eq. 9.

7

D EEP I NDEX M AP

The previous sections primarily focused on quality improvements that lead to drift reduction; equally important,
however, is real-time processing that operates at the camera’s
native frame rate. This is not the least as there is a direct
relationship between throughput of range images and reduction of drift: aligning more range maps yields more data
per surface area and thus less measurement uncertainty; it
also implies shorter baselines between consecutive frames,
which in many scenarios translates to higher stability of the
range-map alignment, that is, camera pose estimation.
In order to efficiently handle models of up to several
million points including their associated attributes, our entire
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reconstruction pipeline is implemented on the GPU using
CUDA. Such an implementation has to support various
operations at once, including efficient spatial addressing
for data association, local surface reconstruction, point attribute
manipulation during fusion, and efficient removal of outliers
and invalid model points due to moving objects in the scene.
Keller et al. [6] enable efficient spatial access to the
unordered point cloud by introducing a simple screenspace data structure, the index map, in the data association
and fusion stages. Rather than rendering a dense surface
reconstruction from the camera’s perspective to determine
all camera viewing ray-surface intersections, they render
only pixel-sized points that encode vertex indices rather than
colors in the output map. Thus, model points that project
close to a given camera pixel u ∗ can easily be identified by
looking up the index map in the vicinity of u ∗ . The remainder
describes our extensions to their index map that improve
performance at all pipeline stages.
7.1

deep index map itself, in a dedicated per-pixel “removal
index” field. New, incoming points are either merged with
existing model points or held in a queue for later insertion.
Once all removals are known, the index buffer’s removal
index plane is sorted (in parallel) to obtain a list of freed
positions in the model point list, which is where new model
points from the insertion queue are inserted; excess insertion
points are appended to the model list, unused freed positions
remain tagged as free for future use.
By furthermore also logging newly created vertex indices
in the deep index map, we keep the map fully up to date
during fusion, which allows the final rendering stage to
retrieve the latest model version directly from that map,
without the need to one more time iterate over millions of
points for rendering.
In summary, our deep index map improves and speeds up
critical operations throughout the pipeline, which helps us
maintain real-time rates with the curvature-enhanced online
reconstruction pipeline.

Point Collisions

Depending on viewing distance and model resolution, multiple model points may map to the same pixel. In order to
more reliably determine a suitable match, Keller et al. reduce
the risk of collisions by 4×4-upsampling their index map.
In our experiments, however, we often found that much
of the 16-fold increased pixel space of the upsampled index
map remains unused while collisions are still frequent. The
effect is similar to what is observed in memory cache design:
even with uniformly random-distributed data, collisions are
extremely likely.
Borrowing from cache design, which addresses this
problem through the set associative cache that trades cache
address space for additional storage to resolve collisions,
we reduce the amount of upsampling and (partially) resolve
collisions by storing multiple point indices per pixel.
Concretely, our deep index map stores indices for up to
two stable and one unstable points at each pixel position,
which allows us to reduce the upsampling to 2×2 while still
losing fewer points to collisions than Keller et al.’s approach
at 4 × 4. Furthermore, by allocating separate capacity for
storing stable and unstable points we effectively eliminate
situations where unstable points occlude stable model points,
a case that can hamper depth map fusion, for instance in
the presence of dense outliers due to a misregistered camera
frame or moving object.
Note that parts of the model seen from a far distance, or
under an oblique angle, create more collisions than can be
held by the deep index map. In practice, however, such cases
tend to occur in spatial regions where the camera data is
deemed too unreliable to be fused into the model.
7.2

8

Screen-Space Updates

Any point update in the fusion stage, be it merging of an
input point (which could have a point change its position in
screen-space) or removal due to point expiration or free-space
violation, triggers removal of one of the original model points.
In Keller et al.’s implementation this required copy-intensive
model point cloud array compaction in every frame.
In contrast, we eliminate the need for costly point copy
operations by first marking all required deletions within the

8

R ESULTS

Since inception of the ICP algorithm [9], [10], copious design
variants have been implemented. Interplay of the different
design decisions is nontrivial, and the best holistic analysis
of the ICP design space available [29] predates real-time,
dense ICP implementations. This, and the sheer variety of
implementations in existence, makes it difficult to determine
the authoritative baseline our design should be compared
against. We believe, however, to have found a meaningful
set of comparisons and evaluations that expose the inherent
benefits of our approach.
We decided to compare our approach to the following
state-of-the-art techniques in the context of KinectFusionlike surface reconstruction, due to a combination of their
availability, their proven high quality, and their input-output
compatibility with our implementation.
Kell13: The point-based approach given by Keller et al. [6].
We use the authors’ implementation.
Nies13: Niessner et al. [8] voxel-based hashing technique.
We use the authors’ implementation (http://graphics.
stanford.edu/∼niessner/niessner2013hashing.html); we
always use the finest grid resolution of 4 mm.
Sera15: Serafin et al. introduce Dense Normal Based Point
Cloud Registration (NICP) [30], [43]. Like our approach,
their method builds upon derivatives for improved
reconstruction. We employ their publicly available implementation, using the configuration file as provided
for the data set by Pomerleau et al.; only the camera
parameters were updated appropriately.
To have their computationally costly CPU implementation of NICP run in real time, Serafin et al. suggest
to work on images of one quarter of the original size.
However, to provide a fairer quality comparison, we run
NICP off-line, at full resolution (640 × 480, or 512 × 424,
respectively); consequently, the presented results would
currently not be achievable within an online system.
Ours: Our approach is based on curvature as an attribute
throughout the reconstruction pipeline, and on a highquality local surface reconstruction generation. For
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(a) LEGO™ small scale
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(b) LEGO™ big scale

(c) Brick wall

Fig. 4: Objects used to create each of our scenery. A 1A
C coin (ø = 2.325 cm) is used to visualize the object scale.
further analysis, we partially disable some of our innovations, to observe their effect on tracking quality (see
Sec. 8.3 and the supplemental material).
Various other approaches for online fusion have been
proposed, using conceptually orthogonal ways to address
drift, including off-line and online optimization of camera
poses and surface reconstruction [3], [18], [44]. In this paper,
however, we look specifically at the merits of comprehensive
use of curvature information throughout the reconstruction
pipeline. We hence do not directly compare to algorithms
that employ complementary approaches that conceivable
could be combined with our proposed methodology.
We present results using several reference data sets with
and without geometric and/or camera pose ground truth:
Lego-PAMI-TT: The letter sequence “IEEE PAMI” constructed out of LEGO™ pieces on a 80 × 80 cm2 ground
plate is acquired using a Kinect. The camera is fixed at
about 80 cm height above the scene, which resides on a
precisely controllable turntable. The scene’s controlled
rotation—one 360◦ revolution in the course of 1601
frames—yields ground truth (relative) camera poses
where the first and the last positions coincide.
We use two different scales of the “IEEE PAMI” scene:
Lego-PAMI-TT×1 and Lego-PAMI-TT×2 with a single
and a double block width (uniform scale factor of 2),
respectively (see Fig. 4).
We access geometry ground truth with high precision,
using the LEGO™ Designer software (http://ldd.lego.
com/en-us/). However, the LEGO™ knobs (cylindrical
connectors) are at or below the depth resolution limit of
current Kinect range cameras.
Lego-PAMI-Free: The two “IEEE PAMI” scenes are acquired
with a free-hand uncontrolled camera motion at about
50 − 100 cm distance from the target and acquiring
some 1,100 frames. Here, ground truth is available for
geometry only, not for camera pose.
Stone-Wall: This data set by Zhou and Koltun [13] comprises some 2,700 input frames of a wall with approx.
5.8 m × 2.8 m × 0.7 m size, acquired with Asus Xtion
Pro Live range camera and including a prominent
loop closure. (www.stanford.edu/∼qianyizh/projects/
scenedata.html).
Brick-Wall: This scene comprises of a nearly planar wall
with very thin depth features (≤ 4 mm) only present
at the wall’s brick interstices (see Fig. 4). The wall was
acquired using a hand guided Kinect at a distance of
approx. 50 − 100 cm, yielding some 800 depth frames.
The scenery covers approximately 1.80 × 1.70m.
Neither ground truth of camera poses nor geometry are
available. For improved visualization we convert the

images to gray-scale, yielding a better impression on the
fine wall structures.
Racing-Car-R3: Wasenmüller et al.’s time-of-flight sequence [45] comes with a high-quality ground truth
mesh that allows for direct evaluation of reconstruction
error.
mit 76-417b: The dataset by Xiao et al. [46] offers a longdistance structured-light sweep of a large-scale open
office space, which is suitable to demonstrate performance for very large datasets, in terms of both memory
efficiency and camera drift over time.
The three scenes Lego-PAMI-TT, Lego-PAMI-Free, and
Brick-Wall have been acquired using the first Kinect version,
based on a structured light (SL) technique, as well as with a
new Kinect based on the time-of-flight (ToF) principle. Subscripts are used to distinguish between the two Kinect types,
e.g., Lego-PAMI-TTSL and Lego-PAMI-TTToF . The KinectSL and the Kinect-ToF have quite different quality levels
for depth, noise, and other error sources; see Sarbolandi
et al. [47] for a detailed discussion.
Furthermore, we provide evaluation results on TUM data
sets [48] in the supplementary material.
8.1

Qualitative Evaluation

We first demonstrate the robustness of our method in a
qualitative way by visually comparing its reconstruction
results to state-of-the-art methods.
Fig. 5 shows a reconstruction comparison using all
Lego-PAMI-Free data sets. Even for the double sized
LEGO™ scene (col. 1 and 2) some of the state-of-the-art
methods, like Nies13 have severe difficulties in tracking the
camera motion. In general, the tracking is more robust for
Kinect-ToF data sets than for the Kinect-SL ones, which is
most likely due to its better quality in depth resolution and
noise [47]. Col. 3 and 4 in Fig. 5 demonstrate the robustness
of our curvature-enhanced tracking method. Virtually all
state-of-the-art methods completely fail to retrieve a valid
camera motion and/or an appropriate reconstruction for
the small scale scenery Lego-PAMI-Free×1
SL/ToF , whereas our
method yields robust reconstruction even for the Kinect-SL
with its lower depth quality.
Fig. 6, left, shows the reconstruction of the Brick-WallToF .
Note how well our method is able to robustly reconstruct the
subtle wall structure. Nevertheless, our method is still not
able to properly reconstruct the Kinect-SL acquired scenery
Brick-WallSL (see Sec. 9).
For completeness, Fig. 7 compares our approach against
the offline global optimizer Zhou13 [13]. Our approach
shows no apparent drift, i.e., when returning to the initial
camera pose, our method seamlessly completes the model.
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Ours

Nies13 [8]

Kell13 [6]
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Lego-PAMI-Free×2
SL

Lego-PAMI-Free×2
ToF

Lego-PAMI-Free×1
SL

Lego-PAMI-Free×1
ToF

Fig. 5: Comparison of reconstructions for the Lego-PAMI-Free sequences.

Brick-WallSL

Brick-WallToF

Kell13 [6]

Nies13 [8]

Ours

Kell13 [6]

Nies13 [8]

Ours

Fig. 6: Comparison of reconstructions for the Brick-WallToF (three leftmost images) and for the Brick-WallSL (three rightmost
images) sequence.
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Ours

Zhou13 [13]
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Fig. 7: Comparison of reconstructions for the Stone-WallSL sequence, reconstructed using the offline global optimizer from
Zhou and Koltun [13] (top row) and our method (bottom row). Images on the left side refer to the right column of the
stonewall and the images on the right side to the left column of the stonewall, where the acquisition starts and ends.
We want to emphasize here that our method leads to an
artifact-free reconstruction due to a valid ego motion. However, a one-to-one comparison of visual results is not possible
since both methods use different model representation (TSDF
over a uniform voxel grid and point-based).
8.2

Quantitative Ground Truth Evaluations

Our first series of experiments considers scenarios in which
a reliable ground truth exists for comparison.
8.2.1

Camera Tracking

We evaluate camera tracking accuracy using the turntable
dataset Lego-PAMI-TT, which provides a measure of the
robustness of the compared methods. Due to the rigid
acquisition setup, the camera pose estimated in the ICP
should ideally result in an equidistantly sampled, perfect
circle, with a constantly rotated optical axis. Therefore, we
generate reference poses in order to evaluate the estimated
camera poses as follows:
1. RANSAC fit of camera poses to a plane, removing the
influence of outliers,
2. RANSAC fit of a circle in the plane to the projected
camera centers, and
3. projection of the initial camera pose to the circle as
starting point for regularly sample the circle.
Using these reference camera poses, we calculate the camera
center error as the Euclidean distance between the estimated
ICP-pose and the corresponding reference point. In order
to compute the rotation angle error we extract the angular
argument of the rotational transformation matrix between
the initial pose 0 and the current pose at t and compare it
against the ideal angular offset ∆p = (360/1600) ◦ between
neighboring frames: angle(R t R⊤
0 ) − t∆p .
We quantitatively evaluate the reconstructed geometry
for all Lego-PAMI-TT data sets by extracting the relevant

scenery from reconstructed geometry, registering the reconstructed geometry to the ground truth LEGO™ model and,
finally, computing distance errors using CloudCompare [49].
Tab. 2 presents plots of the camera center and the camera
rotation angle errors, images of the geometric reconstruction error, and error statistics (mean, standard deviation,
min and max) for the Lego-PAMI-TTSL/ToF data sets. (For
Lego-PAMI-TT×1
ToF , Sera15 was unable to lock onto the
geometry, producing an invalid trajectory of an almost static
camera position; these results are hence excluded.)
As expected, the worse signal-to-noise ratio for smaller geometric features of the small scale datasets Lego-PAMI-TT×1
decreases the stability of the ICP-based camera tracker,
leading to larger camera center and rotation angle errors for
all methods. Apparently, our proposed method is much more
robust than the state-the-art methods, which have severe
difficulties to retrieve the correct ego motion.
Comparing the small scale with the large-scale data set
Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF , two facts seem to be counter-intuitive.
Firstly, the geometric error for the small scene is smaller
than for the large scene, even though the tracking is less
robust, and, secondly, our method yields slightly larger
camera center and rotational angle errors for the largescale data set Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF than state-the-art methods.
The first aspect is explained by comparing a single input
frame to the ground truth geometry. This results in less
geometric error for the small scale (mean=0.590, SD=0.557,
min=0, max=5.943) than for the big scale (mean=0.745,
SD=0.766, min=0, max=6.659). This is most likely due to
different camera error effects such as multi-path, flying pixel,
etc. [47]. Furthermore, the averaging applied within any
KinectFusion-like approach erases geometric errors due to
erroneous tracking after some frames. We have no consistent
explanation for the second aspect, i.e., the smaller rotation
angle error in conjunction with an extreme camera center
error for Kell13. However, our approach is the only one
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robust according to both, camera center and rotation angle
error.
8.2.2

Impact of Noise

As our method is based on second-order derivatives, and
because derivatives are known to be sensitive to noise, we
conduct a systematic study on the influence of noise on the
camera tracking accuracy. Our noise evaluation is based on
the large-scale turntable data set Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF . As in
Sec. 8.2.1, we use circle fitting to create reference poses.
We evaluate the estimated camera trajectories at different levels of (Gaussian) noise. Starting from a noise level
typical for ToF cameras, we successively increase the noise’s
standard deviation by integer factors, through addition of
normal-distributed noise to the original (noisy) depth values;
for the principal point of the Kinect-ToF, the SD for measured
depth values at 80 cm distance (Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF ) is about
1.1 mm, see Sarbolandi et al. [47].
We compare our approach to Kell13 [6], Nies13 [8] and
Sera15 [30], [43]. Kell13, Nies13, and our method have in
common that they use a bilateral prefilter to mitigate noise.
Sera15 does not prefilter and hence is more susceptible to
noise. In order to ensure a meaningful comparison even
toward higher noise levels, we additionally evaluate a
version where we feed NICP with bilaterally prefiltered
images (Sera15 (modified)).
In all of our experiments, we parameterize the bilateral
filter with the same values: σD = 2.5, σR = 0.03, r filter = 5.
For Kell13, we further enabled the use of positions from the
bilaterally filtered map in their fusion stage (which otherwise
would use positions from unfiltered data).
Fig. 8 shows the resulting mean error (top row) and
SD (bottom row) for estimated camera centers (left) and
rotational angles (right).
We generally observe that our method reliably produces
lowest error at first, only to then suffer more than others
as noise levels become very high. Depending on the error
quantity considered, the cross-over point lies between five
to twelve times of the natural noise level (SD 5.5–13.2 mm
in our experiment); for a reference of scale, consider that
the Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF data set consists of LEGO™ double
blocks with a height of 19.2 mm, without knobs.
We hence argue that under realistic imaging conditions,
the benefits of incorporation of curvature tend to prevail; only
in particularly high-noise scenarios, alternative approaches
(in this case probably Nies13) should be preferred.
8.2.3

Surface Reconstruction Error

The Racing-Car-R3ToF sequence by Wasenmüller et al. [45]
provides a high-quality ground truth geometry for a complex
object. We compare the reconstructions computed with
Kell13, Nies13, and our approach to the ground truth
geometry. We remove the floor manually so that only the
relevant scenery remains, register the reconstructed geometry
to the ground truth mesh and compute the distance error
using CloudCompare [49].
For Nies13, we had to change the voxel size from 4 mm
(default) to 6 mm; with the default settings, their method
stopped adding depth data and produced a corrupted output
mesh. For Kell13, we disabled the removal of dynamic parts
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of the scene. All other parameters were kept unchanged
(default values).
Fig. 9 shows the absolute distance error [m] to the ground
truth mesh. See Tab. 3 for mean and standard-deviation of
the corresponding reconstruction errors.
Our method generally provides significantly lower reconstruction error than Nies13, while offering a more complete
reconstruction (featuring fewer holes) than Kell13, which
otherwise shows competitive reconstruction error.

8.3

Contributors to Robustness

We conducted an experiment in order to evaluate and
justify the use of curvature in the individual stages of our
reconstruction pipeline. We compare the following variants
of our algorithm.
Base: Our reconstruction pipeline with deactivated curvature methods for ICP correspondences finding, ICP
optimization, and local surface reconstruction, yielding
reconstructions equivalent to Keller et al. [6].
ICP Weight: Base plus activated curvature based ICP
weighting scheme (see Sec. 4.2).
Correspondence Finding: Base plus activated curvature
based ICP correspondences finding (see Sec. 4.1).
Local Reconstruction: Base plus activated enhanced local
surface reconstruction using curvature information and
blending (see Sec. 5).
Ours: Our approach incorporating all three curvature components.
We use the small-scale turntable data set LegoPAMI-TT×1
SL , which consists of 1600 frames for a complete
360◦ turn (0.225◦ frame-to-frame rotation) and provides a
camera pose reference. This data set is most challenging,
as it has little depth variation. Furthermore, we increase
the frame-to-frame motion by taking one every nth frame,
n ∈ {5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65}, resulting in a total of seven
experiments and five variants of the reconstruction pipeline.
Tab. 4 shows the camera center error statistics for all
methods and experiments. We only evaluate results, if the
camera tracking stage of the variant does not completely
fail. More precisely, each of the methods that process the
full frames of the turntable sequence Lego-PAMI-TT×1
SL give
a radius of the fitted circle equals to 26 ± 0.5 cm. Thus,
experiment trajectories are rejected from the evaluation if
their radius is not close enough to this radius. As can
be seen from the results, weighting has a strong impact
and for inter-frame rotation up to 45 × 0.225◦ = 10.125◦
weighting alone has very similar results compared to our
fully curvature equipped method. Furthermore, curvaturebased correspondences finding as well as local surface
reconstruction improve on the base algorithm, failing beyond
an inter-frame rotation of 15 × 0.225◦ = 3.375◦ . Weighting
alone exhibits strongly decreased robustness at an inter-frame
rotation of 55 × 0.225◦ = 12.375◦ and fails afterwards.
For completeness, our approach starts degenerating
beyond an inter-frame rotation up to 66 × 0.225◦ = 14.85◦ ,
thus applying all curvature-based components clearly leads
to improved robustness of the overall reconstruction system compared to an isolated curvature component based
application.
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TABLE 2: Comparison of the ego-motion robustness for three different methods based on small (top row) and large (bottom row) scales of Lego-PAMI-TTSL (left column)
and Lego-PAMI-TTToF (right column) data sets. Bold numbers refer to the smallest error for each given error statistic. Reconstruction runs where a method’s camera
tracking failed completely are left out from the comparison (and marked as ∅).
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Fig. 8: Mean error (top row) and SD (bottom row) for estimated camera centers (left) and rotational angles (right) with
increasing noise for the Lego-PAMI-TT×2
ToF scene. Data points where the camera tracking completely failed are omitted. In
order to make the results comparable, we include the results for a modified version of Sera15 using bilaterally prefiltered
depth images.
0.1

0.0

Ground Truth

Kell13 [6]

Nies13 [8]

Ours

Fig. 9: Comparison of reconstructions for the Racing-Car-R3ToF sequence by Wasenmüller et al. [45]. For every model point,
the absolute distance error [m] to the ground truth mesh is visualized using the CloudCompare tool [49].

Mean, SD
Min, Max

Kell13
10.405, 12.757
0.000, 155.180

Nies13
25.371, 24.093
0.000, 200.466

Ours
9.250, 9.743
0.000, 153.895

TABLE 3: Absolute distance error [mm] for the
Racing-Car-R3ToF sequence [45]. For every model point,
the absolute distance error to the ground truth mesh is
calculated.
8.4

Scalability

We compare our approach to Keller et al. [6] and Niessner
et al. [8] on the large scene mit 76-417bSL by Xiao et al. [46].
For Nies13, the voxel size was changed from 4 mm to 10
mm. With 4 mm, Nies13 stopped adding depth data in the
beginning of the scene. For Kell13, we disabled the removal
of dynamic parts of the scene.
Fig. 10 shows the reconstructions for the mit 76-417bSL

sequence by Xiao et al. [46]. Using CloudCompare [49], the
reconstructions are aligned and rendered using EDL (EyeDome Lighting). Kell13 lost ICP tracking and could not
recover. See the inset for a reconstruction with ElasticFusion,
as shown in their YouTube video.
On this challenging dataset that is prone to drift over large
scales, our method generally performs as well as, or better
than, Nies13. As far as visible in the video, ElasticFusion,
which employs non-rigid surface deformation, preserves
rectilinearity of the office isles better; we note that their
deformation scheme is a design decision orthogonal to our
incorporation of curvature, and it is conceivable that both
could be combined.
Lastly, note that our reconstruction consists of 24,630,119
surfels, while the mit 76-417bSL sequence consists of 11,158
frames. This demonstrates the space-efficiency of the pointbased-fusion scheme, where each input frame on average
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contributes only 2,207 points to the final model.
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Performance

All our tests were performed with an Intel Core i7-4790 with
an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti with 6GB VRAM. Tab. 5
states the timings for all processing modules of our system.
Apparently, due to our implementation improvements for
handling large point data sets (see Sec. 7) the proposed
approach scales very well with respect to the size of the
scene and the number of points in the final model.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of reconstructions for the mit 76-417bSL sequence by Xiao et al. [46]. Comparison with ElasticFusion
shows still frame of https://youtu.be/-dz VauPjEU?t=3m52s.
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TABLE 5: Timings of our complete reconstruction pipeline (all timings are in milliseconds). Preprocessing module refers to
the computation of all input maps (vertex, normal and curvature maps).
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